The weight functions (p,^ are continuous in R and satisfy for suitable positive constants e, c' independent of ^,neR :
|s-n| < c <i/(S) .
To these conditions, which are quite common for general pseudo differential operators,we add the technical assumption; (4) for every 6 there exists 5' such that <\ > (r\)^81 ^-n | implies (p(n) ^(^)<6' | S-n | (p(S).
00
From the C point of view our symbols can be regarded as Definition 1 . We say that fe CD' (X) is of class G, at x e X --
if there is a neighborhood U of x , UcX, and a bounded
We denote by G (X) the set of all feCD' (X) which are of class Liess [6] and the references there. The advantage of the prŝ ent definition is that it can be microlocalized in a natural way, adapting the procedure used by Rodino [10] in the C°°f ramework. Fix rc R^ and set for c > 0
Definition 2. We shall say that f is G -smooUat (x } x r and
we shall write formally WF f n ({x } x r) = (j) if the estimates A o -------------(6) are satisfied in r ^ for a sufficiently small c > 0.
It is natural.then to introduce the space of the "microfunctions" at {5$ }x T.
•' I; 7> /~\ v 0 Definition 3. We denote by C 00 the factor space C°° / ,
here C is the set of the germs of C functions defined
It is convenient in certain applications to use also a diffe rent kind of microlocalization. Precisely, set for c > 0
^^ Ue R 11 , A(S-n) < c X(0 for some ne F}.
Definition 2'. We shall say that f in strongly G -smooth at A -----------{x^} x r and we whall write formally WF'. fn({x}xD=(() if the estimates (6) are satisfied in r , for a suffi -
ciently small e > 0.
For example, if r is the half ray generated by E, ^ 0 and (5) is then defined as a map from C (X) to C (X). The continuity property can now be expressed in the following microlocal form.
Theorem 5. Let a(x,0 be in S ' (X,D, and take x € X, --------------------(p,(|^ ---------0
<\, Ac r. Then a(x^D) defines by factorization an operator 
or any fixed extension a of a, we have that WF a(x,D)fn Similarly we can prove a G -hy /poellipticity result for the operators in the classes of Boutet de Monvel-Grigis-Helffer [2] .
Another application of Theorem 6 refers the choice (p(s) = j^i l^jl ^' where M = (M^...,M ) is a n-tuple of rational numbers > 1; the related hyp oellipticity results can be expressed in terms of the anisotropic Gevrev wave front set WF^ of Zanghirati [12] , Rodino [11] . Details and proofs of the results announced here will be found in Liess-
